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ABSTRACT

Multi-modal or multi-view dataset that was captured from various resources (e.g.
RGB and Depth) of a subject at the same time. Combination between different
cues has still faced to many challenges as unique data and complementary in-
formation. In adition, the proposed method for multiple modalities recognition
consists of discrete blocks, such as: extract features for separative data flows,
combine of features, and classify gestures. To address the challenges, we pro-
posed two novel end-to-end hand posture recognition frameworks, which are
integrated all steps into a convolution neuronal network (CNN) system from
capturing various types of cues (RGB and Depth images) to classify hand ges-
ture labels. Both frameworks use the Resnet50 backbone that was pretrained by
ImageNet dataset. We proposed a novel end-to-end multi-modal frameworks,
which are named attention convolution module (ACM) and gated concatenation
module (GCM). Both of them are deployed, evaluated and compared on vari-
ous multi-modalities hand posture datasets. Experimental results show that our
proposed method outperforms with others state-of-the-art techniques (SOTA)
methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hand gesture has been become a natural way for human-machine interaction. In the literature, re-

views in [1]-[3] have focused on many aspects of the recognition approaches. These reviews show that hand
gesture recognition has still faced to many challenges as non-rigid hand, complex background, real-time sys-
tem and hand recognition accuracy. Many relevant approaches have been proposed using both hand craft-based
features: hand shape as speeded up robust feature (SURF) [4], kernel descriptor (KDES) [5]) or data driven-
based approaches with deep neuronal networks in [6]-[8]. Performances of the deep learning approaches are
out-performance the hand craft-based features ones in most relevant tasks of hand such as detection, pose esti-
mation, and gesture recognition. The main idea of state-of-the-art neuronal networks (i.e., based on convolution
neuronal networks (CNN)) to extract robust features [9]-[11]. In relevant works, performances of hand ges-
tures recognition reach very impressive results in constrained (or lab-based) environments. However, in many
practical applications, recognizing hand gesture needs to be considered in the unconstrained environments,
multi-modalities, end-to-end system. The end-to-end multiple modalities will be main obstacles of the current
deep neuronal networks. In these condition, current hand gesture recognition becomes a new bottleneck of
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the pre-trained model. Therefore, investigating performances and tackle issues of the current state-of-the-art
techniques will be a crucial step in the pipeline for gesture-based interface applications.

It is noticed that although to recognize hand-in-wild gestures, a number of other techniques have been
proposed using different types of sensor such as radar [12], sonar [13], physical-motion [14]. While radar
is often used to detect objects with electromagnetic wave beams but it is only efficient with larger objects
without detail in fast movements. Physical sensors can capture from detail to global movement of the hand, but
it is quite difficult to explain the achieved results. Vision-based sensors or cameras capture rich information
about objects then are widely utilized for many applications. Therefore, recognizing the hand gestures collected
from the vision-based sensors should be carefully considered in unconstrained environments. Some of complex
algorithms used were hybrid approach with Depth maps (HAGR-D) [15], other modality of hand gesture dataset
as surface electromyography hand gesture [16] or spatio-pemporal convolution neuronal networks [17], [18]
are out of the scope in this study.

In the literature works, while recent deep neuronal networks reach the mature level for hand relevant
tasks such as hand detection, segmentation, and tracking; deployments of these advantaged techniques in prac-
tical applications seem existing a big gap. Therefore, investigation of performances of gesture recognition and
denoting common issues based on current state-of-the-art techniques would be an initial step towards develop-
ment of a standard framework for gesture-based interface application. In this study, we propose new end-to-end
frameworks using multiple cues for hand gesture recognition. Then, we examine performances of our meth-
ods for the hand gestures recognition via a series of public hand gesture datasets. Consequently, we report
following questions: i) when does training of a new end-to-end convolution system saturate?; ii) what is the
best end-to-end framework using multiple modals? If these state-of-the-art could be only suitable for different
common gestures datasets?; iii) how is a gap time costs and memory usages between end-to-end models.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
Our proposed end-to-end CNN frameworks are illustrated in Figure 1. This framework consists of

four methods. Firstly, two single modal flows: i) RGB hand gesture recognition and ii) Depth hand gesture
recognition. These single models are utilized to compare with combination modalities; Secondly, two end-to-
end multi-modal flows: iii) attention convolution module (ACM) and iv) gated concatenation module (GCM).
These models combine both RGB image and Depth image of the same hand gesture. Given RGB image
and Depth image, data are synchronously putted into the Resnet50RGB (blue blocks) and Resnet50Depth

(brown blocks) networks to extract features at FC layers. The pretrained Resnet50 model [6] is applied and
transferred learning for RGB and Depth hand gesture task. The ACM method (yellow block) utilizes attention
convolutions and the GCM framework (green block) uses convolution layers to combine two features. These
proposed frameworks are presented in detail in section 2.2 and section 2.3.

Figure 1. Propose end-to-end CNN strategies for hand posture recognition

2.1. Single hand gesture recognition
We use the pretrained Resnet50 model [6] which was trained on ImageNet dataset. This is very big

dataset but it is not hand gesture. In this work, the Resnet50 model is fine-turned by hand gesture datasets with
two modalities. The setup of Resnet50 models are presented in detail in the 2nd column of Table 1.

Experimental results of two single frameworks and the discretely combination method - distributed
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control system (DCS) framework, which were deployed in our previous works. Moreover, the DCS multi-
modal method is not end-to-end method. It composed a serial of discrete steps, such as: Resnet50 extractors,
normalization, concatenation and support vector machines (SVM) classifier. The apart of results of these
methods are presented in this paper to compare with our proposed end-to-end multi-modal frameworks as
presented in detail in section 3.

Table 1. The detail setup of CNN architectures
Parameter Resnet50 Attention conv module Gated concatenation module
Learning rate 5*10−5 10−5 5*10−5

Batch size 32 images 16 images 16 images
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam
Loss function Cross entropy Cross entropy Cross entropy
Transfer learning All layer Resnet All layer Resnet + attention Conv All layer Resnet + Gated concatenation conv
Input image 224x224 pixels 224x224 pixels 224x224 pixels
Output feature 2048 2048 2048

2.2. Attention module for end-to-end hand gesture recognition framework
In this work, Resnet50 model [6] is backbone in this our proposed method. The 2D CNN models are

transferred learning by hand gesture datasets. The Resnet50 models are independently retrained and updated
parameters following RGB dataset and Depth dataset, respectively. The setup of the ACM architecture is
presented in the 3rd column of Table 1. The first end-to-end multi-modal framework is illustrated in below
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Aggregated multi-modalities framework with attention convolution module

Both retrained 2D RGB CNN model and 2D Depth CNN model are used as the feature extractors
for image level features. RGB image Ir and Depth image Id are the inputs of these 2D CNN extractors. The
outputs of Resnet50RGB and Resnet50Depth extractors are taken from FC6 layers with (Fr[1, ..., N ] and
Fd[1, ..., N ], N = 2048). Both features are normalized into FL2

ra [1, ..., N ] and FL2
da [1, ..., N ] as (5).

FL2
ra = ||Fr||;FL2

da = ||Fd|| (1)

In the next step, an attention conv layer (2, N, 1) is applied for images-level features to generate
attention scores. The attention conv utilizes both Fr and Fd as inputs that output of this block are attention
scores ai, i = (1,M),M = 2; i=1 corresponds to a1 = ar and i=2 corresponds to a2 = ad, respectively. The
attention scores are calculated by Sigmoid function and L1 normalization function [19] as presented in (2).

ai =
σxi∑M
n=1 σ

xi

=
1

1−exi∑M
n=1

1
1−exi

(2)

The attention conv trains and generates attention factors following roles of features. It helps to present
affects of feature vectors through attention scores. The attention weights are applied for both RGB and Depth
features to obtain Ft[1, ..., N ] feature. The aggregated feature is built based on single features and efficient
scores that is presented in detail in (3).
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Ft =
1

M

M∑
i=1

aifi (3)

In this work, the lost function of Resnet50 models are exploited for RGB CNN model and Depth
CNN model. In addition, Softmax cross-entropy loss function is also utilized to train the attention networks,
and classify hand posture. Given predict result of hand gesture p̄i, ground truth is pi, loss function is calculated
as illustrated in (4).

Lsoftmax =
1

K

K∑
i=1

pilogp̄i (4)

2.3. Gated concatenation module for end-to-end hand gesture recognition framework
As presentation in the previous section 2.2, this framework (Figure 3) also utilizes the Resnet50 back-

bone to extract single modality RGB image Ir and Depth image Id. Two frame feature levels Fr and Fd are
inputs of the gated concatenation module, we utilize concatenation Conv to train and combine two features
Fr and Fd. Then, aggregated feature is used to classify hand gesture labels. The setup of 2D CNN gated
connection architecture is presented in detail in the 4rd column of Table 1.

Figure 3. Aggregated multi-modalities framework with gated concatenation module

Given 2048-D feature vectors of RGB stream Fr[1, ..., N ] and Depth stream Fd[1, ..., N ] (N=2048),
they are L2 normalized into FL2

r and FL2
d as presented in (5).

(FL2
rg ;FL2

dg ) = (||Fr;Fd||) (5)

Then, two conv layers with weights w1, w2 and Tanh function are utilized to combine a unimodal feature
Fx[1, .., N ] and Ft[1, .., N ] as illustrated in (6) and (7).

Fx = FL2
rg ∗ w1 + FL2

dg ∗ w2 (6)

Ft = tanh(Fx) =
eFx − eFx

eFx + eFx
(7)

Then, Ft aggregated feature is input of classification block that utilizes cross-entropy loss function as
presented in (4). Output is a corresponding hand posture label [1,...,K]. Where K is number of hand gesture
class in a dataset.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we follow ”One-leave-subject-out” protocol [20] in order to evaluate efficiency of eval-

uations. It is mean that only one subject is utilized for testing and remaining people will be used for training
model. Experiments are rolled for every subjects in a dataset to ensure that every people could be tested. Hand
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gestures of a subject are used for testing that does not appear on training phase. This evaluation protocol is im-
plemented for five datasets with multiple modalities (RGB image and Depth image), such as: KinectLeap [21],
HKU [22], Zen3D [23], ASLFinger [24] and LaRED [25] datasets. In this research, we conduct experiments to
evaluate: i) transfer learning processes of various end-to-end frameworks; ii) efficiency of various end-to-end
multiple modalities (combination of RGB image and Depth image) frameworks versus single modality (either
RGB image or Depth image); iii) time cost and memory usages of different end-to-end frameworks. The evalu-
ation codes are written in Python; deep learning framework is Pytorch and run on a work-station with NVIDIA
GPU 11G.

3.1. Transfer learning results
A glance at the below Figure 4 that Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show loss and accuracy values of the

ACM framework while Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) show loss and accuracy values of the GCM framework.
These works are evaluated on various multi-modal datasets, such as: KinectLeap [21], HKU [22], Zen3D
[23], ASLFinger[24] and LaRED[25] datasets. Retraining processes of these models are saturated after 20 to
75 epochs depending on datasets and CNN architecture. As shown, the transfer learning model of the ACM
framework Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) are saturated after 30 epochs for HKU dataset and Zend3D dataset;
remaining datasets require upto 70 epochs. Particularly, the end-to-end GCM method obtains both accuracy
and loss values of which are converge and stability after 20 epochs when we train the CNN models with small
hand gesture datasets.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Loss and accuracy values of two end-to-end ACM and GCM frameworks on various datasets
(a) loss values of GCM, (b) accuracy values of GCM, (c) loss values of ACM, and (d) accuracy values of ACM

These results show that the fine-tune scheme deploys a CNN transfer learning for backbone model
and training for convolution layer of framework successfully based on complexity of datasets and CNN archi-
tecture. For the same dataset, the ACM framework’s training processes are extremely faster than the GCM
framework. In addition, applying the transfer learning model on testing data, we realized that most of these
models outperform recognition rates, reported in the original works, as given in below section 3.2.
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3.2. End-to-end hand gesture recognition
In this part, we examine hand gesture recognition with combining of RGB and Depth features as

presented in section 2. We evaluate the efficiency of multi-modalities with our proposed GCM and ACM
architectures. These networks are evaluated on five aforementioned RGB and Depth datasets. The ”Leave-one-
subject-out” protocol is utilized in this experimental as presented in detail in our research [5]. The evaluation
results are illustrated in Figure 5 with following dominant observations: i) hand gesture recognition results
are improved when both RGB and Depth cues are combined. The combination of RGB and Depth achieves
far higher accuracy on five datasets and using three various end-to-end CNN architectures as DCS, GCM and
ACM networks; ii) the ACM framework obtains the best results over almost datasets. For the Zen3D dataset,
ACM accounts recognition accuracy upto 89.98% while DCS is 82.73% and GCM is 87.42%. For ASLFinger
dataset, the ACM method also obtains the highest results at 85.18% where the DCS method and the GCM
method only achieve 83.51% and 84.1%, respectively. With LaRED, the DCS method has the highest results at
86.11% and the ACM method is sight lower than the GCM method at 85.54% and result of the GCM method
is far smaller remaining methods at 81.68%; iii) the DCS method is non end-to-end method while accuracy
results are far lower than remaining multi-modality method; iv) both the GCM method and the DCM method
are not only end-to-end CNN framework but also highest accuracy. Nevertheless, these architectures could be
considered with complementary aspections as presented in detail in section 3.3.

Figure 5. Hand posture recognition accuracy of the end-to-end CNN methods

3.3. Time cost and memory usage
In term of computational cost, Table 2 reports the time cost and memory usage of three end-to-end

hand gesture models on five multi-modal datasets. The ACM architecture requires the highest computational
cost and memory usage. This results indicate that: i) the GCM model is a real-time system which requires small
memory size. Memory capacitance of the GCM model is around 180 MB. While the ACM model requires the
largest memory, it is around 278 MB; ii) the ACM model requires extremely high time cost while it model size
is far larger than the GVM model on all datasets. The GCM network time cost is a little higher than the DCS
architecture’s one. By combining both accuracy rate and computational cost, the GCM framework could be
recommended to develop end-to-end hand gesture-based interfaces. It is robust in term of gesture recognition,
and also achieves the real-time performances.
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Table 2. The time cost and memory usage of end-to-end CNN architectures
Dataset DCS GCM framework ACM framework

Time cost Memory usage Time cost Memory usage Time cost Memory usage
(ms) (MB) (ms) (MB) (ms) (MB)

KinectLeap 24.58 180.02 35.71 180.32 55.71 278.05
HKU 9.42 180.02 14.75 180.32 20.45 278.05
Zen3D 15.27 180.02 20.37 180.33 35.15 278.06
ASLFinger 6.51 180.24 8.81 180.43 15.65 278.16
LaRED 3.48 180.24 9.6 180.45 12.73 278.18

4. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the new end-to-end CNN architectures for hand gesture recognition, which are

evaluated on five various public datasets. Among the evaluations, the ACM framework is the best option
because it achieved the trade-off between accuracy rate and the computational cost. Evaluation results on
the common datasets also denoted that combination of multiple modalities (e.g. RGB image, Depth image)
achieves better performances. This proposed method opens critical research directions which require further
investigation on data augmentation, multi-view gesture analysis for development of a gesture-based interface
in practical applications is feasible.
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